


REQUIREMENTS
There are 3 parts to completing your senior project

1. Letter of intent

-should be completed early Junior year or sooner

-needs signed approval

-changes need approval before presentation

-not part of the overall grade, you either have this requirement or do not.

2. Time log of hours

-should be detailed and preferably typed

-needs to show a minimum of 25 hours

-must be verified with signatures

-not part of the overall grade, you either have this requirement or do not.

3. Presentation

-is scored 0-69 is failing, 70-89 is satisfactory, 90-100 is outstanding

-presentation is in front a 4 person panel (2 teachers and 2 community members)

Your project is not complete until all three parts are satisfied



SCHEDULING
-You should  have a presentation date by end of your junior year.  It is posted at the end of the year on the 

bulletin board outside Mr. Gill’s room and is announced in the AM and PM announcements. 

-If you have a scheduling conflict please understand that making new schedules, finding subs and panel 

members all take time and resources.  The more time you the coordinator to work with you, the more 

likely a chance you have for me to make adjustments but if an adjustment can’t be made then you will be 

expected to present.  

:in other words, work kindly, timely, and politely with the coordinator, and they will with you.

- There are several teachers on the senior project committee that have OPEN periods to help students.  

See the board outside Mr. Gills room for that information.  DO NOT INTERUPT CLASSES, there are plenty of 

times and teachers you can seek for help without interrupting a class.

-The coordinator  will also try to meet with you about a week in advance to answer any last min questions.  

Regardless being ready on your presentation date is YOUR responsibility.



IDEAS
-There are really no limits to what you can select, you just have to put 25 hrs into any project that you can clearly 

explain was worthwhile and detail what you learned.  Lots of things fall into that category. Common choices have 

been.

-Job shadowing

-Charity or community service

-Creating something you can donate

-Fixing up a vehicle or a piece of machinery

-Learning a new trade

The options are practically endless.  Just remember it can’t be something you are already doing in class or for 

employment.  



NEED HELP?  THERE’S A COMMITTEE!!

Mr. Zoppi (coordinator): Period 1 in 115

Mrs. Rush (assistant coordinator): Period 4 in 802

Mrs. Sandrowicz: Period 4 in 308

Mrs. Jonas: Period 5a in cafeteria

Mrs. Banik: Period 6b in cafeteria or 308

Mr. Shimkosky: Period 8 in 405



TIPS
-You may have heard that first impressions are important.  This is true.

:say hi to the panel, thank them for taking time to hear you, shake hands, SMILE!

-It’s OK to be nervous, remember the panel is not out to get you.  Pretend you are telling a friend what you did for your 

senior project.

-The minimal requirement looks exactly like what’s it called…. the minimal.  If you want to get an outstanding, be 

outstanding.  Do more than the minimal.  

-You should have visuals for the project.  Pictures are worth a thousand words.  The more the merrier.

-Be honest. 

-You are being given a rubric.  Look at it!  Ask about it!  You can see what you are being graded on, use that information 

to your advantage.


